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Purpose of the Inventory of Services
CBHTF Minutes, 6/19/2018

• To compile an inventory of children’s behavioral health services, including programs, policies and practices, provided by public agencies;

• To allow for the analysis of perceived service gaps, redundancies, inefficiencies, best practices, and emergent priorities; and

• To allow for the development of integrated program service responses to improve the state’s system of children’s behavioral health.
Service Inventory Parameters
CBHTF Minutes, 6/19/2018

• Inventory restricted to CBHTF representative agencies.

• Does not replicate ND Behavioral Health System Study design.

• High-level inventory of behavioral health-related programs and services.

• Programs interpreted broadly: institutional through specialized components.

• Inventory agency service programs for *all* individuals yet highlight services for children and youth.

• Provide clear title and purpose statement.
Inventory of Behavioral Health and Support Service Programs: Dissecting the Title

• *Inventory*: A comprehensive accounting of CBHTF public agencies.

• *Behavioral Health*: Health and wellness defined in NDBHSS.

• *Support*: Interdisciplinary services effecting but separate from behavioral health direct care, e.g., educational, health care, interagency.

• *Service Programs*: Programs broadly spanning the domain of behavioral health, including direct services, administrative compliance, and quality assurance standards, and others.
Survey Elements, Original
CBHTF Minutes, 6/19/2018

- Service Title
- Service Focus
- Lead Provider
- Collaborating Providers
- Target Population
- Service Eligibility
- Continuum of Care Phase

- Service Intensity
- Service Duration
- Service Cost
- Service Cost Category
- Projected Impact
- Service Funding Source
- Required Provider Credentials

- Service Site
- Identified Service Gap
- Identified Service Impediment
Survey Elements, Final

• Program Title
• Purpose Narrative
• Lead Provider
• Target Population
• Eligibility

• Outcome Impact
• Funding Source
• Provider Site
• Program Focus
Primary Source of Discovery


A biennial report is a biennially required accounting of the programs and services provided by a state administrative agency. The contents of biennial reports become de facto a primary reference point for the preparation of administrative agencies’ biennial budget and program proposals for legislative review and appropriations.
• Endorsing the principled adoption of the continuum of care model for the design and delivery of services, acknowledging the wide and varied needs of the state’s population and committing to attend to the unique aspects of each level of the continuum;
Task Force Interests Moving Forward
CBHTF Minutes, 6/19/2018

• Adopting a longer-term, incremental plan to identify and address statewide behavioral health policy and practice improvements across all levels of the continuum of care; and
Task Force Interests Moving Forward
CBHTF Minutes, 6/19/2018

• Proceeding within the constraints of approaching reporting and legislative deadlines to propose those initiatives that will advance key improvements in as many levels of the continuum of care as is practicable.
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